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About the Author

DOMINIC JONES Is a self confessed “Sheddie”. By
day amildmannered council worker unhampered
by any skill for or knowledge of building, Dominic
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About the Author 2

embarked on the production of his own DIY Gar-
den Office in the small back yard of a terraced
house in South Liverpool in April of 2009. The gar-
den office went on to win the garden office section
of the prestigious “Shed of the Year” competition
2010, briefly garnering Dominic the dubious title
of “Liverpool’s Mr Shed”.

He is still occasionally called up by his local radio
station to talk on the subject of sheds and shed
working.

He’s since moved house, away from the house
where hebuilt his shed into themiddle class ghetto.
He can mostly be found staring at a corner of his
new garden, wielding a tape measure and a steely
glint in his eye.



About this edition
This is the third (and final) edition of this little book.
I built my shed in the summer of 2009 - that’s 6
years ago now as I write this (July 2015). I blogged
about it at the time at One Grand Designs1 and
had a lot of comments on that blog asking me if
I could put my experiences down in the form of
a book and maybe include a set of plans too. That
was how thebook started. I’ve sold over 800 copies
since then (which is more than I ever expected to)
and have roughly (by my estimation) paid for the
original shed in the four years the book has been
available. Which is a nice circular journey.

Over the years since I have had lots of readers
and shed builders get in touch telling me their
experiences - how they’ve altered the design and
changed and tweaked it here and there. I’ve at-
tempted to incorporate the more important bits
into the book and offered my own advice where I
thought it might be useful.

I had hoped to be building a second shed in the
garden of my new house this summer and to use

1http://onegranddesigns.com
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About this edition 4

that build as the basis for a significant update, but
alas life has, as they say, gotten in the way (in
the form of a leaky house roof, windows which
need painting and the creeping realisation that
Mrs Jones and I haven’t had a holiday in over 5
years). In reality that means it’s more than likely
going to be another year before I can save up the
readies to have another crack at it.

I’ve taken the time when I would have been clear-
ing the foundations to have a long hard think
about the book and how I could make it more use-
ful and up to date without adding details from an-
other build. I’ve deliberately stayed clear of adding
toomuchmore information about actually BUILD-
ING a shed because it’s no longer fresh inmymind
- like I say it’s 6 years since I built mine and 2 years
since I moved house (so I can’t even go and LOOK
at my shed to see how it compares). I have never
claimed to be any kind of expert at this - just a
bloke who built one shed he was really proud of
:-)

I considered for a while simply stopping selling the
book, but then I had so many people asking me
where they could get a hold of a copy that that
seemed a silly idea.

Instead what I have done is to add a bunch of stuff
that has never been in the book before - advice
about what to do before you consider building,
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links to helpful resources that I’ve used over the
years to help out readers and research shed 2.

The book is almost 5 years old now and a lot has
happened since then - Garden Offices grow ever
more popular every year and the rise of telly pro-
grammes such as George Clarke’s Amazing Spaces
and Shed of the Year mean everybody wants one
- this is good news for you the builder of course as
it means the price of an “off the shelf” kit design
has come down and there’s an ever wider range
to choose from.

The fabulous, idiosyncratic builds on display on
the Shed of the Year programme are truly inspira-
tional, as is the proof that a truly great building can
be built on a tiny budget. For all that there does
still seem to be a gap in the market for something
to help get you started - to show how you might
screw one together - that it’s really not that diffi-
cult… Which is, of course, why you’re reading this.



Hello!
This is what you’re going to be building.

The “One Grand Designs” Garden Office - winner of Gar-
den Office of the year 2010

6



The Mission: A Grand
Design for a grand

This wasmy goal: The beautiful Ecospace Garden Studio.
If I was richer, I’d just buy it.

I love GrandDesigns. Really I do.What’s not to love
about creative people building their dream home?

7
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It’s inspiring, it’s intelligent, it makes me feel good
about myself as a designer. Yes, Kevin McCloud
can be unbearably smug (and what is with the
puffa jacket Kev?) – but he’s a smart man, passion-
ate about his job and the people whose projects
he follows. I marvel at the beautiful modern lines
of the architectural wonders on display, the clean
lines of the glass (always last to arrive because it’s
been shipped from Germany – why is it always
Germany? What’s wrong with St. Helens?). I share
in the joy and secretly imagine myself and the
family squatting in a caravan while we wrestle a
minimalist palace out of a muddy hole cut into
some obscure Welsh hillside…

… Then, about two thirds of the way through the
program I start getting really angry – angry enough
to throw things at the telly (or at least turn over
to Britain’s got Talent)… it’s at the point where the
couple in question start discussing how they’re
just going to have to go another £100,000 over
budget because they simply must have the taps
they saw in Turin… £100k over budget?

I’m annoyed because I’m jealous of course – where
do they get the money? – They’re almost always
retired bankers or something or other “in the city”,
moving out to the sticks to raise the next genera-
tion of Jeremys and Jocastas away from the hustle
and bustle of the lives which paid for their lovely
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house in the country.

Well, I’m not a retired banker, I work for the coun-
cil. I don’t live in London, I live in Liverpool. I haven’t
bought a fabulous undisturbed plot of land over-
looking a Welsh valley, I’ve got a back yard with a
ropey old shed. But I still have dreams… designs…
even, dare I say it, Grand Designs…

ONE Grand Designs to be exact. In 2009 I lived in
a small terraced house with my beautiful wife, my
twin sons (17 year old young men), my 11 year old
son, a bearded collie with training issues and two
cats. There wasn’t a huge amount of space to go
around. If I wanted to be creative I had to do it
on the table in the back room surrounded by piles
of ironing and clean up after myself. I dreamed of
clean empty space. In the Guardian one weekend
I read a fascinating article about “garden rooms”
(check it here) – “They’re cheap, chic, eco-friendly
and above all – there is no commute. Could shed-
working be the way forward for those looking to
work from home?” – works for me! – where do I
sign up?

Except of course as I read on I felt a familiar red
mist rising – they’re not that cheap are they? …
£25,000 for the sleek cedar-clad box I fancied …
*£25k for a shed?*

Which brings us to the point of this exercise. My
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One Grand Design. I planned to replace my wonky
old shed with something as near to the Ecospace
garden studio as possible on a budget of £1000.
I intended to scav, borrow and bodge wherever
possible to keep the costs down, butmy aimswere
as follows…

• I want it to be beautiful – like a grand design
• I need a shed where I can keep the kids bikes
andmy tools and stuff safe and locked out of
sight

• I want a clean, insulated room where I can
work undisturbed both summer and winter

• I will not, at any point, resort to wearing a
puffa jacket.



How Much will it cost?
Well, of course, that all depends (!) My initial idea
to build one for £1000 failed (it was more about
the name of the project really… that “One Grand
Designs” worked for me) - I ended up spending
nearer to £2000 (and this was at 2009 prices). The
thing is, you’re embarking on a mission here - it’s
going to take time, it’s going to be hard work and
once you get into it, you’re going to want to make
it as good as you can.

You’re not just making a shed here. you can buy
one of those from B&Q for £300 and build it in
a day. We’re making a Grand Design, and you’re
going to want to make it as special as you can.
I could have saved £300 by cladding my shed in
shiplap rather than cedar - but once I’d built it, I
realised it deserved the cedar cladding - and it’s
paid dividends in the long run - I haven’t had to
treat the cladding every summer and the cedar
just keeps looking better and better as it ages…

Things may well go wrong - I’ve spent about £250
on new power tools coz I burnt out/broke all my
power tools building it (probably my fault for hav-
ing crappy tools, but did I mention I’m a cheap-

11



How Much will it cost? 12

skate?) I could have left out the roof-light or used
thinner (cheaper) insulation, but that would have
added to my build time (and how much is your
time worth per hour?)

I maintain that this design CAN be built for £2500
- but you’ll need to pinch every penny to do it. If
you’re building the standard plan, then I’d bank on
spending closer to £3000 - then you’ll be pleasantly
surprised at the end. As a rough rule of thumb you
canuse the “ShedCalculator” at http://www.gardenofficeplans.com/shed-
calculator.html2 to get a rough idea of the cost
of the major components - I update the prices
there fairly often and they’re just based onUK high
street (Mostly B&Q) prices, so youCANget cheaper
if you look around. You can get MUCH cheaper if
you use second hand or reclaimed timber.

You can save money by using 75mm fenceposts
rather than 100mm fenceposts - the difference in
price is about £80-£100 and if you’re using 75mm
fenceposts you can save a further £100 or so by
using 50mm insulation board for the walls rather
than the 75mm specified but please see the chap-
ter on walls for the impacts of these changes (and
don’t consider them for a larger building).

Garden offices are cheaper now than they were in
2009, mainly down to competition in the sector,

2http://www.gardenofficeplans.com/shed-calculator.html

http://www.gardenofficeplans.com/shed-calculator.html
http://www.gardenofficeplans.com/shed-calculator.html
http://www.gardenofficeplans.com/shed-calculator.html
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but they still aren’t this cheap - By building this
plan, you will be saving at least £5000 on an equiv-
alent “built for you” project.



How long will it take?
Well, how long have you got? I built mine in 3
months - I am a father of three with a full time
job. I did it single-handed (there’s not a piece of
the job which really needsmore than one person).
I worked weekends (around the British weather,
family responsibilities and a bout of swine flu) and
took one week off work to devote to the project.

I also had to demolish my old brick-built shed and
take all the rubble to the local tip (as well as the
debris generated by the build itself!) - factor that
time in too - you’re not going to be popular if you
leave your yard in an absolute disgrace while you
build your office!

The project was left standing at one point for two
weeks while it simply rained and rained. I reckon it
could be done in two weeks - given a team of two,
good weather and devoted build time… But you’re
building a substantial structure here - don’t think
you can simply “throw it up” in a weekend.

14



DISCLAIMER
I have to point out to you that I can take no
responsibility for the quality of your finished shed -
this book simply details how I built my own garden
office. I am not an architect, I am not a builder -
I’m a reasonably confident and keen DIY’er. Before
building my shed I researched basic building tech-
niques online and over-engineered everything. I
am not the best person to ask about how modi-
fications to the design or components may impact
on the structural integrity of the building - If you
are concerned about that then I strongly urge you
to engage the services of an architect or structural
engineer. I link out to planning and building reg-
ulations where appropriate but please be aware
that these online notes are given for guidance only
and are only applicable in the UK.

This building is intended as a storage shed and oc-
casional use garden office for adults. It’s a simple,
no-frills building built down to a budget. It comes
with no warranty or guarantee of safety: you are
building it yourself from components you select so
I cannot vouch for the quality of components used
or the safety of the build. This isn’t a flat-pack shed

15
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from the DIY store - it’s a substantial construction
which (if well screwed together) should last a long
time - but if it’s NOT well screwed together, then
it (or any other DIY building project) is a heavy
thing that might fall on whoever is inside at the
time. I can accept no liability or responsibility for
the structural integrity of your building. If at any
point you think to yourself “does that need to
be stronger?” make it so. Add more nails, glue,
screws, wood whatever.

If you’re planning on putting mains electrics into
the building please consult an electrician - there
are many, many regulations and considerations
relating to putting electrics into a wooden building
- do not proceed yourself unless you really know
what you’re doing and have engaged with your
local authority building regulations complaince of-
ficers.

This book and the advice herein is was last up-
dated in July 2015. Where I link out to web re-
sources I cannot vouch for the accuracy or up-to-
dateness of the content therein, they are just web-
sites that I have found useful and whose content
was relevant at the time of writing - regulations
change rapidly and I’m not watching them like a
hawk. Take care to read any disclaimers and/or
terms and conditions on any website and do not
consider my linking to them any guarantee.
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There are many companies out there who will
happily come and build you a garden office for a
good price - part of the additional cost of these
buildings is to cover the approvals they will have
had to achieve in order for them to be able to sell
you a finished product. Part is in the skilled and
experienced staff they employ to build it for you
and part is for the liability insurance they have to
have in order to build it for you. In buying this
book I assume that you are prepared to accept
full responsibility for your building - my aim is just
to help you along the way using the experience I
gathered from building mine.



Can I really build it all
myself?
The short answer is yes. I built my shed entirely
single handed. I’m not a builder, I’m a web devel-
oper. I like to consider myself reasonably “handy”,
but if you can handle a drill, a screwdriver, a circu-
lar saw and a hammer and you’re not afraid of a
bit of hard work, then you CAN do it all yourself.
That said, if you have a few mates who are pre-
pared to muck in, then many hands make light
work - it’s no fun handling 2.4 metre long posts on
a step ladder, but it CAN be done. I do NOT recom-
mend swinging a sledgehammer to knock in 2.4m
long posts whilst stood on top of a step ladder
either but sometimes needs must. A committed
spouse/significant other can usually be convinced
of the benefit of lending a hand “Can you just
hold that for me love?” by being allowed a say on
internal fixtures.
The one bit you can’t do yourself is the electrics
(but I don’t really consider that “building”) - you
should engage an electrician to design and com-
mission the circuit for you. Please see chapter 6.

18



Before you get started
In building a garden office there are a number
of considerations to think about before we even
get to the plans. The design we’re using is pretty
flexible and has been designed to be “modular”,
so your first thoughts have to be

-“What do I want the building to do?” -“How much
space do I have available?” -“How public/secluded
do I want it to be?”

When I was building my office for example my
requirements were fairly basic - I needed:

An office (so I could work undisturbed without
getting cold feet and in the way of the ironing
pile) with electricity, broadband and a phone. This
should be big enough for a desk and chair, warm,
quiet, light and easily accessible.

A shed (I’d be knocking down my existing shed
to build the office, so I still needed somewhere
for bikes, tools, hedge-trimmers, spiders etc). This
should have a concrete floor, have power and be
secure.

I had a limited space in my back yard (limited by
the back gate’s position to a maximum of 7.5 ft

19
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wide and by the length of the yard to about 14ft
long)

My building then (which forms the basis for the
“standard” plan) consists of two rooms (or “mod-
ules”); an office (roughly 9ft x 7.5ft) and a shed
(5ft x 7.5ft). By carefully considering the space, I’ve
been able to fit as much into the shed module
as used to go in my old brick-built shed (which
was roughly the same floor plan as the whole new
building).

Positioning is very important. The building is well
insulated, intended to be warm in winter and cool
in summer - your choice of position will either help
or hinder this. It is wise to position the building out
of direct sunlight, but not in deep shade either.

Pay attention to any party wall or boundary condi-
tions you may have on your property before con-
sidering building too close to a wall or fence and
please read the section on regulations regarding
planning permission and building control.



Bigger Sheds
If I’m going to be honest with you I reckon that
small is beautiful when it comes to sheds - the
bigger the building, the less of a shed it becomes.
Part of the attraction for me is in squeezing every-
thing you can into as small a space as possible. The
design is specified to be overengineered for its size
and that’s the way I like it :-)

I’ve had a few people asking me about sheds 4m
x 4m and the only answer I can give is “I have no
idea, I’ve never built one”. This size does take you
up into the 15-30 sq metre floor plan zone, which
means if you build it within 1m of the boundary
of your plot then you would have to comply with
building regulations (see “regulations”, page 22) -
this is something you should really avoid if you can
as it’ll bump the cost of the whole thing up to the
point where you might as well just buy one.

If you’re building a deeper roof then it’s a fair bet
you’ll need to make everything stronger - the roof
will be bigger and heavier, the roof trusses will be
longer and more prone to bending in the middle,
so some sort of support like a central beam or
supporting wall would be required…

21
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I would recommend 100mmsquare fence posts as
amatter of course on any larger design - they carry
the weight of the roof and the cladding and there’s
more of both in a bigger design.

The one method of making the design bigger that
I can feel relatively confident offering advice on is
making it longer by adding on another “cube”. The
additional weight of the roof is supported by the
additional posts.

Bymaking a bigger shed, then you’re really coming
up with your own design and I’d highly recom-
mend going and having a look at the “Secrets of
Shedbuilding” website, where advice is given on
doing your own designs.



REGULATIONS (UK as
at July 2015)
Please note, I built my shed in England - if you’re
reading this book elsewhere, please consult your
local laws regarding planning and building before
committing to your build.

Planning Permission

The phrase used on the end of every episode of
George Clarke’s Amazing Spaces springs to mind…
“Please check with your local planning office be-
fore embarking on any building project”.

The rules are subtly different depending on where
in the UK you live (I can’t begin to comment on
the situation elsewhere in the world). In short -
whilst the planning regulations for outbuildings
are not massively strict, you can’t just build what-
ever you like, wherever you like. You should ab-
solutely check the government’s Planning Portal3,

3http://www.planningportal.gov.uk/permission/commonprojects/
outbuildings/
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but architect Lynn Fotheringham’s excellent and
thorough guide to Garden Office planning permis-
sion puts it all in wonderfully plain english.

Please take the time to check it out Planning Per-
mission for garden buildings4

Also, if you live in a conservation area, national
park or other designated area then it may not
be as simple as you think, in some cases there
are strict party wall observations which may im-
pact on you building right up to the boundary
so absolutely, please do get in touch with your
local planning office early on in the process. You’re
probably going to be planning this out for a while
(not to mention allocating an appropriate time in
your diary), so the couple ofmonths youmay have
to wait will pass very quickly.

Another thing to consider very carefully is the
impact what you want to DO in the shedmay have
on any regulationswhich come to bear. If youwant
to set up a business to which you bring clients
then you will almost definitely need to ensure that
the building is fit for purpose. If you wish to rent
it out as somewhere people will sleep then you
will DEFINITELY need tomeet building regulations.
If you’re setting up a workshop within which you
are using power tools and/or welding equipment

4http://www.iobuild.co.uk/garden-buildings-planning-permission/

http://www.iobuild.co.uk/garden-buildings-planning-permission/
http://www.iobuild.co.uk/garden-buildings-planning-permission/
http://www.iobuild.co.uk/garden-buildings-planning-permission/
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then please think of the implications of it being a
wooden building(!)
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Building Regulations (details
correct as at July 2015)

Building regulations define the quality and design
of the structure as well as things like fire proofing
and structural integrity - they are NOT the same
thing as planning permission.

If your building has a floorplan of less than 15
square metres and is not directly attached to your
house then in most cases it does not have to meet
building regulations (apart fromelectrics andheat-
ing - see below).

The one big exception to these rules is if your
building contains sleeping accommodation. As soon
as you put a bed in there, then technically you
need to comply - which makes life significantly
more complicated. Might I suggest a well stuffed,
comfortable armchair instead?
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Electrics

It’s important that any electrical system in your
garden office which is connected to the mains
complies with Part P of the Building Regulations.
To achieve this; the electrics need to be installed
or signed off by a certified electrician.

Have a think about what you’re going to be doing
in your shed though, because if it doesn’t use
HUGE amounts of electricity for long periods of
time, then youmightwant to consider going Solar -
which does NOT need to be installed by a qualified
electrician - see the chapter on electrics later in the
book.

Stoves and Heaters

Part J of the Building regulations apply to fitting
heat producing appliances to buildings including
outbuildings (ie sheds) - I have done extensive
research regarding fitting a wood-burning stove
to this design (as was my intention for Shed 2)
and have come to the conclusion that it really
isn’t worth the effort. This is a wooden building
and the clue is really in the name “wood burning”
stove. Please see chapter 7 for more details. If you
insist that a wood burning stove or similar is a
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vital component of your garden office (and I can
understandwhy itmight) then Iwould suggest that
you consider a different design or consult a HETAS
registered installer to discuss ways by which you
might modify the design to fit a stove safely.

If you are considering fitting a permanent electric
heater, then you need to ensure that part J (above)
does not apply (it more than likely will). Please
make sure you discuss it with your electrician to
ensure that the electrical load is factored into any
circuit which is designed for the shed.



What am I going to
need?
Well, before we get onto the actual components of
the shed itself, lets talk tools.

Tools (to buy)

If you can’t beg or borrow these, then youwill need
to buy them (plus, it means you’ll have plenty of
stuff to put in your shed once it’s been built!)

• A good, powerful corded hammer drill with
wide selection of wood bits

• A cordless drill with spare battery (for driving
in screws mostly)

• A circular saw with rough and fine blades
• A jigsaw
• A lump hammer
• A claw hammer
• A “work mate” or similar portable bench/vice
• A long spirit level

29
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• A good quality free-standing step ladder (or
convertible ladder)

• A brick laying trowel
• An extension lead
• A “stanley” knife
• A large and small rip type handsaw

Tools (to Hire)

• A cement mixer (if you’re making a founda-
tion slab)

• A wheelbarrow (for mixing cement and mov-
ing rubble)

• A sledgehammer
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Components (for the standard
build)

• 8 x 75mm or 100mm fence post spikes
• 8 x 2.4mx75mm or 100mm treated fence
posts

• 8 x sheets 8’x4’ Marine Plywood (12mm)
• 24 x sheets 12mm exterior grade OSB board
8x4 (12mm)

• 11 x 75mmx8’x4’ “Kingspan” type foamboard
insulation for the walls

• 6 x 50mm x 8’x4’ “Kingspan” type foam board
insulation for the roof and floor

• 1 x sliding aluminium patio door (with frame)
2nd hand from eBay or freecycle

• 1 x double glazed panel 2nd Hand from eBay
or Freecycle

• 1 x small double-glazed roof-light
• 6m2 damp-proof membrane
• 40 x 2.4m 3x2 Treated Construction Timber
(sometimes called “CLS” or “scant”)

• 50 bricks
• 1 x Roller shutter door 2nd Hand off eBay or
Freecycle

• 200 x 60mm x 8 screws
• 200 x 30mm x 8 screws
• 200x 5x100mm screws
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• 500 x 2” nails
• 30m2 cladding (cedar planking or shiplappan-
els)

• Large Tub Roofing felt adhesive
• 15m underlay roofing felt
• 15m top layer roofing felt

Please consult your electrician for exact specifica-
tions of all electrical equipment, these are listed
purely as an illustration.

• 1 x bulkhead light fitting
• 1 x low voltage LED spotlight kit
• 1 x single 13amp switched socket
• 1 x dual 13amp switched socket
• 2 x light switches from
• 1 x 2 circuit RCD protected consumer unit
• 25m 2.5mm twin & earth cable
• 25m 1.5mm twin & earth cable

Examples of all these components can be found
on the website “Shed Calculator” here5, which will
also do the job of adding up a rough total for them
all for you - please note prices are not exact(!)
Oftentimes it pays to speak with a local supplier or
builders’ merchant who may be prepared to give
a substantial discount in exchange for providing
most or all of the components.

5http://www.gardenofficeplans.com/shed-calculator.html

http://www.gardenofficeplans.com/shed-calculator.html
http://www.gardenofficeplans.com/shed-calculator.html
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